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We derive simple criteria to ensure the finiteness of the mean first-passage times into semi- 
infinite sets for real-valued skip-free processes, which mo’42 by random jumps in one direction 
and deterministically, for a random time, in the other. Fhese criteria are applied to state- 
deper,dent queueing systems, to give finiteness of the rqean of the busy period, and to a 
self-correcting birth process. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider a class of real-valued continuous-time stochastic 
processes which might loosely be called “skip-free” in one direction. These are 
processes which change state by julnps of random size in one direction, and then 
follow a deterministic path in the other direction for a random length of time, both 
path and inter-jump duration being governed by parameters which are functions of 
the present state of the process and also perhaps of the state from which the 
deterministic motion began. A special caw of such a process is the Markovian 
jump -linear process, where the motion is linear with unit slope between jumps, and 
where the jumps occur in a Poisson stream with a rate depending instantaneously 
on r:h(: state of the process. 
Our interest is in the finiteiless of mean first-passage times to semi-infinite sets 
for such processes. Using results for discrete-time Markov chains from [9], [lo) 
(Theorem 0 below), we first find criteria for the finiteness of the mean number of 
jumps before entry to such sets; and vve then extend these to criteria for finiteness 
of the mean first-passage time itself. These criteria are expressed in terms of the 
eters of the deterministic i ter-jump p-b- d oss and the transition function of 
the jumps. 
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In the remaincler of this section we describe more formally the processes with 
which we work and illustrate them with some simple special cases of our very 
general model. We give the results on mean first entrance times, mentioned above, 
in Section 2, and;! also describe some possible xtensions. The final section contains 
applications of cur criteria to a variety of models; one example is of a very general 
state-dependent queueing system, and another (the self-correcting birth process) 
largely provided the motivation for the present work. 
The’ models we investigate can be put in a more formal setting by using a 
description analogous to that for piecewise Markov processes ( ee [6]); below, we 
only give a heur’stic description and introduce necessary notation. 
The Downward ~bunp Model: We consider aprocess {X(t)} on the real line R, with 
a prescribed initial distribution for {X(O)}. We let (fo = 0, tr, f2, . . .) denote the 
sequence of jurn*/)-times of {X(t)}. Our basic Markovian assumption isthat for any 
a E 9?, the Bore1 subsets of R, if n(t) = sup(n: tn < t), 
P(X(t) tf ~4 1 x(s), s < w) = P(X(t)e A 1 X(t+++), tncw,) (w < t); (1) 
that is, the proce:;s i  independent of the past except hrough its value immediately 
after th - n ost recent jump and the time ol” that jump. The jump distributions are 
taken to be completely determined by 
P(x,A)=P(X(t,,+)EA IX&,)=x), XER, AEB; (2 ) a 
here P( l , A) is assumed measurable for each A E 3, P(x, l ) is a measure on 53 for 
each x E R, and E’(x, (x, 00)) = 0 (i.e. all jumps are downward). The inter-jump tima=s 
T h-a- 114-l = tn are taken to be fully described by 
F(t(x)=P(T,a 1X(&-1+)=x), 
since from (l), I;:“, is independent of T,-1, T,,-2, . . . , given X&-I +). The deter- 
ministic path of {X(t)} between jumps is described by 
P(X(t, -2-t) = s(t, x) 1 X(f” +) = x, Tn+* 2 t,,) = 1; (2 1 c. 
this means that once the process jumps to x it follows the curve [(t, x) indepen- 
dently of the pa.st (again by (1)) until the next jump. We assume c(t, x) to be a 
measurable function, non-decreasing in t for each x (so that the non-jump seg- 
ments are non-decreasing) and with [(O, x) = x. 
From (1) and equations (2), the discrete-time process X, = X (tn + )(n = C, 1, . . .> 
is a time-homogeneous Markov chain on ( , $3); denoting the jump-increment 
distribution by 
P(x,A)=P(x,x-A), 
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we can write the transition law of {Xn} as 
Q(x,A)=P(X,EA IX,,-,=x) 
,m 3 
= JJ 0 0 
for all x E R, A E 93, where 
We are concerned with 
dF 0 i x)&k xl, dy)LMt, x)-y) 
IA(Y)= 1, ): EA, and IA(y)=O, ygA. 
the first-entrance times to semi-infinite sets for {X(t)}; 
without loss of generality, we will consider only XC = (-a, 01, and look at 
T=inf(t>O: X(t)E R-), N = inf(n > 0: X,, E R-). 
We write E,(T)= E(T 1 X(0)=x), E,(N)= E(N 1 X(O)= x), etc. 
The Upward Jump Model: This is a process {X’(t)} defined analogously to 
{X(t)}, and throughout, all quantities relating to {X’(t)} will be distinguished by 
primes. The only substantive differences are that the transition kernel P’, defined as 
in (2), has P’(x, (-00, x)) = 0 and i’(t, x) is a function which is, for each x, monotone 
nonincieasing in t, with l’(O, x)= x. As in the downward jumps model, the process 
is assumed to regenerate at the jump-times {tl}. 
In this case, we will find it slightly more convenient to work with the Markov 
chain XL = X(t,, - ). This has the transition law 
Q’(x,A)=P(X:, EA IX:-, =x) 00 a? = JJ f%, dyWV I x + y )I,&‘(t, x + y )). 0 0 
Example 1. Jump-Linear Markov Processes : The most frequent special case of our 
model is that in which the deterministic path between jumps is linear with unit 
slope, and where the whole process is Markovian, there being an instantaneous rate 
of occurrence of jumps depending only on the state of the process at the time. In 
our downward-jump model, this corresponds to the choice 
5k x) =x+t; 
I J 
X-et 
F(t)x)=l-exp - A(M)du , 
X I 
where h(u) is the instantaneous rate at which jumps occur when X(t) = u. 
The corresponding upward jump jump-linear model is given by 
(‘@,x)=x-t; 
F’(t Ix)= l-exp 
Applications of these models aYe given in Section 3. 
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Example 2, Dams with exponential release: In [IA] Yeo discusses a dam process 
with constant input rate, independent and identically distributed inputs, and 
exponential release rate; such a model corresponds to an upward jump model with 
F’(t 1 x) = 1 - exp(-A t) 
where A is the (constant) jump rate, 
P’(x, A)= G(A), 
and 
l’(t, x) = x exp(-pt): 
where G denotes the input distribution and JA the release rate, 
es8 criteria for mean htttlng times 
For ease of reference we first quote a synthesis of Theorem 2 of [lo] and 
Theorem 6.1 of [9], applied to the downward jump embedded chain {X,,}; an 
analogous result, details of which we omit, applies to {XL}. 
Theorem 0. Suppose tt ?ere exists a nonnegative measurable function g and an 8 ) 0 
such that for Y 22 K for 3ome K 23 0, 
J Q(x,dy)gi:y)q(x)-e; (31 w 
that there is n >O such that 
inf i a”(~, R’)= al D Q; 
XE(0.K) 1 
and that 
Then for 
(9 SUP 
J 
Qb WgW-. 
XE(O,K) R 
wme a 2 0, b>O, 
&(N)~+bg(x), x~(O,oo). 
In particular, if K = 0 then ;4) and (5) are trivially satisfied and (3) alone implies 
The intuitive meaning of (3) is clear; the average value of g(X&, given X,,, is 
being “pulled down”’ towards -, at least when the process is sufficiently far from 
this set. The conclusion is even more plausible when g(x) = x+, which is the most 
common special case of this theorem (cf. Section 7 of [9]). 
Theorem 0 gives a specific riterion for finiteness of EX(N). owever, the form of 
our process is such that this can be expressed more usefully in terms of the 
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competing displacements which make up a transition of {Xn}. These we denote by 
D, the deterministic motion upward, followed by .I, the following downward jump. 
X,, =x, the succeeding deterministic and jump motions have expectations 
E(Dix)=S~[~(r.x)-xldF(rlx), 
0 
E(J 1 x)= Ia Irn Y~(S(t, XL dY 1 dF 0 I xl. 
0 0 
For the upward jump model, the displacements occur in the reverse order and we 
have 
E(J’ 1 xl= I* y&, dy), 
0 
x+ykC’kx+y)] dF”(tIx+y)&x,dy). 
We might anticipate that the means of N and PII’ are finite provided the mean 
downward component dominates the mean upward component, in both models; 
this is true, as we now show, but only with slight unavoidable restrictions, 
‘I%eorem 1. If for some E > 0 and K B 0, in the down wadd jump model, 
E(D Ix)sE(J 1x)-c (x~K); (6) 
there exists L > 0 with 
J 
00 
SUP y&z,dy)=E,<E; ZBK L+.z 
there is n > 0 such that (4) holds ; and 
sup E(D 1 X)-J, 
XE@.K~ 
then there exist a > 0 b > 0 such that 
EJN)~a+bx<~ (x)Q 
In particular, if K = 0, then (4) and (8) are redundant. 
heorem I’. If for some E > 0 and K > 0, in the upward jump model, 
(J’I x)sE(D’ I X)-E (x WC); 
there exists L 3 0 with 
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there is n > 0 such that (4) holds for Q’; and 
sup E(J’ 1 x)< 00, 
xE(O,K) 
I 
(8 1 
then there exist a’ > 0,b’ > 0 such that 
&(N’)sa’+b’x<oo (x>O). 
In particular, if K = 0 then (4) and (8’) are redundant. 
Pmofa. iti) From (6) and (7), we have that for x 3 K, 
a3 ss L+f;(r. x) y&f@, 4, dy)dF 0 I x)-P I x)+(E -a). 0 0 
Thus, from (I), 
I (t +L)+Q(x, dz) = R 
(s(t, x>+ L - y)&(t, x), dy) dF (t 1 x) 
cx+E(D ]x)+L- yp(S(t, x), dy) dF (t 1 x) 
sx +L-(E -&1). 
This shows that (3) is satisfied with g(x) = (x + L)‘. Since (4) is assumed to hold and 
(8) clearly implies (5), reference to Theorem 0 completes the proof. If in particular 
K = 0, then the final statement of that theorem gives the explicit bound 
Ex(N)+ +L)I(e -4, x>o. 
(ii) The proof of the upward jumps case is similar; we omit the details. 
It is important to note that the conditions (7) and (7’), which respectively prohibit 
entry to R- by jumping a long way below zero or by deterministic motion to very 
negative values, cannot be relaxed in general. As an example of the pathologies 
debarred by (7) consider a jump-linear process as in Example 1 with h(x)= 1 (so 
that the jumps form a homogeneous Poisson process), and let 
P(x, W) = a (x); 
P(x, (x -2[1 -tu(x)l-l})= 1 -cY(x), 1 -cu(x)<2/x. 
@Ix)=1 and = 2, so (6) certainly holds with K = 0. But now the 
probability that no jumps to occur, given x0 = x, can be computed as the limit of 
r+Y 
(no jumps to - in [0, t] I X0=x), which equals exp(- 
I P-dY)ldY) bY a x 
aw ‘uo~~EA.xasqo s!yJ %U!Sfl l N= (_ 3 (M) UX I 1 c u)jul = Jyg ‘0 c /i\l km JOJ uayl 
~‘o=u ‘O~“XJ! MI- ‘ . . . L 
‘O<“XJ! “x I = m)“x 
auyap 
a~ 3! ‘~3~3 UI ‘(~)~g lDa@z IOU saop sdmnf yms JO ,,yldap,, ay$ &ea[~ lar( pug 
‘pa$t?lo!h s! (L) i~?y:, aAy?%au OS IOU $nq “(9) aanpold 03 aA@kNJ ,,h~Wyg.JnS,, aq 
lsntu _a OJU! x wo.r3 sdumf ~RMUMOP aye ‘aldwexa .q ‘1 umoayL u! t.rno+qaq 
sy, uo puadap oy (,g) pue (g) yaqm ayl ‘JaAaMokl; *_a U~~J!M ssaDold ay$ 30 
Jno~AEyaq ay130 luapuadapu! sy (,N) ‘ZJ JO (N) xg 30 ssaua,iuy aq1 JlXp Jc313 S! ,I 
l aauapuadap leau!l autos aclzy haql J! ua~a JO ‘x 30 luap 
-uadapu! aJg ( . ‘x)a suo!inq!rwp durnf ay$ 3! awl ~I~tw~~tuo~na s! (L) %BM awes 
ayi UI l ssaaoId a&o Avadold ue)~oy.wyy ayl u10.13 %u!uxoa k~yenbau! [wy ay, 
= ‘to I 1) ,LfP 1 3 
X J 7+x 
(XI 1) ‘LfPw-1) = 
00 J 
O O (XlO,L?P [7-sJ-9( x- I) 
J 
=(x ] 1) ,dp 17-5Q’Jq[( x ‘l),&) 
02 30 J 
‘lapow s!y$ U! 
‘asnwaq s! s!yL l pays!ws /CI;v3iiewowe s! (,L) 30 uo!8!puo2 ,Is~!ei ~l\ruis Qu303!un,, 
ayl ‘1 alduxexa 30 ixaiuoa hoy~eyy leawl-duxn! ay, u! wy) %u!y3??wa3 Y)JOM si $1 
‘s!yl saw3isnlI~ (x) x) 
= ({o} ‘x)d .rCq pwe?daJ (x)x) = ({x} ‘x)d y,!m alduwxa aAoqe ayl t(g) 30 aww3d 
ayi u! aJyuy aq 0) (N)Xg 303 1C3essaDau swaw ou 
•pa~~o!n Si (L) 
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(6 1 
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then there exist a > 0, b > 0 such that 
‘E,(N)ea +bx Cw (X >O). 
Proof. The theorem follows straight from Theorem 1 since (10) implies (6) holds 
for x 2 K, whilst (7) automatically holds for X,#Z) with L = Ad and E I= 0. 
Remark 1. There are two natural particular cases of Theorem 2 which are different 
variants of Theorem 1; the first is the case K = 0, the second M = 0. Each is 
attempting to produce the fundamental “negative mean drift” condition by a 
diaerent manoeuvre which leaves the essential structure of -he process unaffected; 
case 1 by adjusting the process values inside R- (as discussed prior to Theorem 2); 
case 2 by considering drift behaviour far from R- whilst absorbing the process at 0 
so that any structure inside R- is quite irrelevant. In each case only behaviour far 
from 0 is relevant; however, it seems worth pointing out that these cases are in 
general complementary. For example, consider again the jump-linear Markov 
model of Example 1 and choose A (x) = 2(1+ x)-l, whence 
(31x)= I~exp{m~x+t~(y)dy]dt=I+x. 
a0 x 
If we take P(x, {x}) = i = P(x, {Oi)., then E(Jo 1 x)= x +i, so that (10) with M = 0 is 
never true however large be K; but with K = 0 (10) holds for M = 2, say. 
We stress that although the choice M = 0 is most natural for exclusion of the 
“irrelevant” R”, we envisage choosing M very large in (lo), in general. 
Remark 2. If (4) fails to hold then it may be possible to employ ad hoc methods to 
bound E,(N); but in general the desired result need not follow from (10) and (11) 
alone. 
An analogous result holds for the upward jump process, Let X:,(M) = XL when 
Xh > 0, and be defined otherwise by setting &(x, x) = -M and F’(x 1 x) = I, for 
each x >O; that is, when X:,(M) reaches - it is sent immediately to -M, then 
jumps with probability one (with, for definiteness, P(-M, M/2)= 1). Clearly for 
any M 3 0, N h. =inf(n > 1: XL(M)E -)= N’. We omit the proof of: 
2’. If for some M 3 0 there cut E > 0 and K 2 8 such that 
(DkIx)--e (x~K) (10’) 
is the deterministic component of { )}); there is II > 0 such that (4) 
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then there exist a’ > 0, b’ > 0 such that 
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&(N’)sa’+b’x<w (x)0). 
Similar remarks apply here as to the previous theorem. The use of Theoxm 2’ is 
illustrated in Sec+lon 3.2 belo w. 
We now turn to the finiteness of the “real-time” hitting times on R-, and give a 
condition which will enable us to deduce the finiteness of &(T) or &(T’) from that 
of EX (N) or E, (N’), respectively. 
Theorem 3. Suppose that in the downward jump model, 
_I 
JD 
sup tdF(tIx)=A<q 
x=4 0
(12) 
i.e. the mean inter-jump times are bounded. Then 
E,(Tk=AE,(N), x E (0, a), 
so that if the mean values of N have a linear bound a.5 in Theorems 1 and 2, so do the 
means of the hitting time T. 
keorem 3’. Suppose that in the upward jump model 
J 
cm 
sup tdF’(t Ix)=A’<m. 
xx) 0 
Then 
E,(T’)sA’E,(N’), x E (0, m). 
Proofs. (i) We have 
(12’) 
T = z T,,. 
n-l 
Define In = 1 if N 2 n, and I,, = 0 otherwise, so that 
T= L T I,,T,,. 
1 1 
Since the summands are non-negative, 
(Nm 1X0=x) (13) 
?I T 1 
Now {In =- l,x(j=x}={X~-*) X1 > 0, X0=x). Observing that T,, depends 
only on X,,-+ by the Markovian property, some straightforward manipulation of 
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the conditional expectation of T, yields 
E(Tn II,=l,x,==+supE(T, Ix,_,=y)=A, 
Y:‘O 
(14) 
independent of n. From (13) and (14), (12) gives the first result. 
(ii) The upward jumps model is most easily handled by assuming that {XL) 
jumps with probability one on reaching RP, i.e. by considerin {XL(M)} for some 
M > 0. Clearly this does not affect he value of N’ but it ensures that 
J 
cm 
Ez m s K’ + &'(y.x)+t 
0 
( “!I Tk+,) ~wwPo+%‘(Y, x), dz) dF’(y 1 x). 
Now as in (i), the Markovian property at the jump times ensures that when 
J’(Y, XP 09 
and the result follows since 
En the special case where we have a linear deterministic motion as in e.g. 
Example L (that is, g(y, x)= A f y, {‘(y, x)=x - y), we can deduce a second cri- 
terion, in terms of the jump heights rather than the inter-jump times, which enables 
us to go from I$\ N) C 00 to !Zx (T) < 00. This is based on the fact that, in the 
downward jump model, given /X0 = x’ we have that iv an8 T are related by 
x+T-f.T,,sO, 
1 
since the upwards distance travelled equals the time taken. 
Four the upward jump model, we have similarly, given Xl, = x, 
Arguments imilar, to those applied to T,, in the proof of Theorem 3 can be 
applied to J,, to give: 
then for nrzy x E ((I, m), 
E,(T)cr + BE,(N). 
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Theorem 1’. If, in the cepward jtimp model. 
then for any x 
Clearly extensions of the above results are possible, and in particular our 
insistence on an alternating “up-down” structure could be relaxed without chang- 
ing the nature of the results too much. We have chosen to set the main theorems in 
this context because it often occurs in applications (see Section 3) and also because 
Theorem 0 then takes several more expressive forms, as we have seen. 
A more basic than in the chara;;rcr of the problem would be to consider 
jump-diffusion processes, when X(t) moves continuously and stochastically 
between jumps. The arguments in Theorem 3, relating first-passage times for X(t) 
to those of an embedded chain, are still essentially valid. 
Clearly, the use of R- = (- 06, 0) as the hitting set is obviotisly only for definite- 
ness. and we could equally well have used (--00, c i for any finite c, or [c, 00 ). If, 
however, we wanted first-passage properties into a finit? interval [c, d], and jumps 
across the entire interval were possible, we might expect the analysis to become 
considerably more complicated. 
Finally, we remark that from 191, Theorem 8.1, it is possible to prove converses 
to the theorems above: essentially, if the upward component is no smaller than the 
downward component in mean, then in general the hitting times on R- are infinite 
in mean. Also, from the results of Section!; 10 and 11 of 19). one can derive results 
on the almost sure finiteness of Iv and N’, and thus investigate the recurrence as 
well as the ergodic properties of the processes. The details are analogous to those 
given above, and we shall not pursue them here. 
3. Applications 
3. f . CIassicaf results 
Many problems in applied probability (‘an be formulated in terms of the jump- 
linear processes described in xample 1 above (cf. Feller, [3],, 5Es VI, 5, 9; X. 2; 
‘XIV. 2; and Cox and Miller 12) $5.12). e classical ruin roblem of collective risk 
theory ([3], !$ VU) is concerned with the possible fir passage into 
downward jump process, with ,\ usually taken as constant and the jump distribution 
@, l )=- F( 0 ). If the mean of F is p, then from Theorem 3, ruin occurs within a 
A converse result is also 
‘(x, l )= F’f l ), describes 
the virtual waiting time in an /G/l Oueue ([2], $5.12); hence we have that the 
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arrival time 
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busy period in this system has finite mean provided the mean inter- 
exceeds the mean service time, as is well known. I 
However, using our results we can investigate much more general versions of 
such models, and in particular we can look at some state-dependent queueing 
systems with ease. 
3.2. State-dependent queues 
Consider a queue where the: service-time of a customer arriving to find a virtual 
waiting time w has a (distribution S,,, depending on the past history of the queue 
only through w, with mean 1~~; and suppose further that customers arrive with the 
inter-arrival times possibly depending on the virtual waiting time at the last arrival 
(but otherwise independent). 
The embedded chain for models of this kind is investigated in [ 11, [S], [8], but 
only under the assumption that t:he waiting time does not influence the arrival 
prOCeSSi i.e. that F’(t 1 X)=F’(tl. 
The virtual waiting time in this node1 is an upward jump process. From Theorem 
2’, it is possible to show that the following conditions uffice for the busy period to 
contain a finite expected number of customers, i.e, for E(N 1 X0 = 0)~ a~ (see [ 101, 
where this embedded chain is analysed using Theorem 0, for details). 
(0 1ifJzp [ luttJ - Ilm ~j”” t d/J” (t 1 M’+y)d%, (e)) <(I; 
(ii) for all K r C?, F(K) = sup ~1.~) < 00; 
0% 14’ %C K 
(iii) for all K > I), there exist S(K )> 0 and s(K )> 0 such that for x E (0, K 1, 
eithet 
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In the special case when F’(f ] x)= F’(t) independent of x (i.e. when the inter- 
arrival times form a renewal process independent of the waiting times), then (iii) 
axi (iv) hold automaticaNy provided F’(t)< 1 for all I < 00 and j t dF’ (t) < OCI. In 
this case (i) and (ii) suffice for the mean duration of the busy period to be finite, as 
well as for the mean number of customers in the busy period to be finite: this can 
be compared with the results of IS], where only the latter was shown from (i) and 
(ii). 
3.3. A self -correcting birth process 
In (4) various propxties are given of a pure birth Markov process 
(v(t), t >O; u(O)- 0) which is self-correcting towards a unit birth rate in the sense 
that, if u(t)== n, the birth rate is &(I? - t), where <b( - ) satisfies the following 
conditions: 
Thus the process X(t) = r/(t)- t has a “drift“ towards zero from both dircctrons ::t 
least sufficiently far from the origin. by (A3). This is the self-correcting notior1’ a 
vivid special case is 4( * ) nonincreasing and nonconstant on H with 4(t)) = 1. 
Clearly, X(t) is a jump-linear Markov process with a regeneration point 
whenever X(t)= 0. If the expected time between these regeneraticlrl points is 
finite, then the regcncration process theory of Smith 171 can be applied to %how, 
perhaps surprisingly, that Var{r/(l)] is bounded over t (SW 14) for details). 7’0 prove 
finiteness of the mean regeneration time, WC need to app;y our ruwlts for both the 
upward and downward jump models, since with probability one X(f) rqcncrrrtcs 
only during n lilleur decrctl3e, and hence we treed tc9 ptx~vc tinitc mctm firat puwrgc 
times For the process both until it jumps into (0, ix?) rrtid ~irbscclucntly unlil it 
rer4chc3 23x0, ix, R a Since the jumpy arc ctrn~trrnt of wit lct~yth, thcw mcim 
ettcr&Wll timclw will IW fit&c, provided the nmhw of iurv1p~4 iutcr cithcr hr~ll’-litlc 
lalro a flolitc mcLIn, by ‘t’hcr,rcm$ 3 :md 4’. 
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axis E(J’ 1 x) = 1, E(Do 1 x) = 1; exp{- I,“_, c/b(u) dtc} dt (X > 0). In this case, by (13), 
1 
E(& 1 ~)a-; (1 -e-(1-8’(x-C)) (x> c); - 
so if we choose K such that 1 - e-“-8”K-C’~ 1 - $6 for x 2 K, then E(& 1 x)> 
1. + ii3 (X > K) and thus (10’) and (11’) hold. Since (Al) implies there is a positive 
probability of no jumps in a time K starting from any x in (0, K], we see that (4) is 
also true. The desired conclusions now follow from Theorems 2 and 2’. 
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